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HDV is  here .

CAMERA
• Three 1/3-inch 1.04 Megapixel CCDs for superb resolution 

and color rendering.  Pixel offset technology achieves 
system resolution of 1440 x 1080.

• New generation Sony Super HAD CCD for high sensitivity 
and dynamic range.

• Native 16:9 CCD aspect ratio for widescreen shots 
without compromise both in SD and HD.

• Carl Zeiss Vario-Sonnar T* High Definition lens with 12x 
optical zoom for superb contrast and resolution (32.5 to 
390 mm, 35mm equivalent).

• Optical image stabilization for smoother, more watchable 
results under motion, when compared to non-stabilized 
images.

• Manual and automatic zoom, focus, shutter and 24-step 
iris for precise image control. Zoom indicator in viewfinder.

• Auto Focus makes shooting in HD or SD a breeze. 
• Programmable Shot Transition automatically executes a 

move in any combination of focus, zoom, iris, gain, 
shutter or white balance.

RECORDING FEATURES
• HDV 1080i recording and playback. Captures the 

outstanding picture quality of 1080i high definition and 
standard definition onto mini DV tapes.

• DVCAM™ and DV format record/playback maintains 
compatibility with your existing infrastructure and workflow. 

• HD i.LINK downconversion for smooth transition from 
HD to SD.

• Switchable 50i/60i recording in HD and SD to support 
world markets.

• 480P true progressive mode for gorgeous standard 
definition imagery. 

• CineFrame 24, 25 and 30-frame recording in HD or SD. 
• SMPTE time code features presets, DF/NDF select, 

RecRun/Free Run select, Reset and Regeneration; enables 
frame-accurate access to recorded scenes.

• Built-in downconversion to SD for compatibility with 
existing infrastructure via i.LINK interface.

• Flexible aspect ratio conversion from 16:9 to 4:3 with a 
choice of squeeze, crop or letterbox. 

• i.LINK IEEE1394 interface* for SD and HD maintains digital 
signal integrity.

MONITORING
• 3.5-inch Hybrid widescreen LCD (viewable area measured 

diagonally) doubles as a viewfinder and playback monitor 
that you can watch even in full sunlight.

• Expanded Focus mode magnifies the center of the screen 
4x, making critical manual focus easy.  Does not affect 
recorded image. 

• Center, Safety and 4:3 Markers help define and protect the 
picture area.

• All Scan Monitoring (overscan) shows the complete picture 
up to the edge.

CREATIVE CONTROL
• Six assignable buttons are perfectly located to give fast 

access to a choice of 15 frequently-used menu functions.  
• Hyper Gain supports night shooting at less than 1 lux.
• Six Picture Profiles make it easy to store and recall 

favorite “looks.”
• Two Cinematone Gamma™ settings manage exposure 

latitude to protect the highlights from blowing out or the 
blacks from crushing.

• Black Stretch for additional control over black gamma.
• Color Correction creates striking effects; adjusts up to two 

colors of a selected object leaving the rest B&W.
• Skin Tone Detail helps reduce the appearance of wrinkles, 

blemishes, and pores with High, Medium or Low settings.
• Personal Menu button gives you fast access to the 

features used most often.
• Six gamma settings.

AUDIO
• Two balanced XLR audio inputs with 48-volt phantom 

power for professional microphones.
• Independent L/R audio level controls, independent L/R AGC, 

independent L/R audio level meters for precise control. 
• Professional stereo microphone built in.
• Audio lock mode.

GENERAL
• Supplied AC-VQ850D professional battery charger/power 

supply frees up the camcorder during the charge cycle.
• Dimensions WHD 6-3/8 x 7-5/8 x 14-3/8 inches 

(163 x 194 x 365 mm); 4 lbs., 10 oz. (2.1 kg) including lens 
cap; 5 lbs., 5 oz. (2.4 kg) including lens cap, battery and tape.

HVR-Z1U Professional HDV Camcorder
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Sony’s complete HDV solution encompasses the HVR-Z1U camcorder, the

HVR-M10U portable VTR, affordable LUMA™ monitors, Vegas® 5 nonlinear

editing software and DigitalMaster™ tape — everything a professional needs.  

And because the HD performance is so good, you get a phenomenal

oversampled picture in SD! Which makes Sony HDV recording the perfect

bridge from your current SD infrastructure to your HD future. 

Imagine the possibilities. Whether you’re in corporate, government,

education or religious video. Whether you work events, indie films, or

production, the message is clear. Forget all your preconceptions about

the high cost of high definition. Sony professional HDV recording is here. 

Smaller and lighter than you ever imagined. More affordable than you ever dreamed

possible. Here is the professional-quality high definition imagery you’ve been waiting for.

Sony HDV™ 1080i recording has arrived. 
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THE MARK OF A TRUE PROFESSIONAL. 

Built to make money for professionals, the HVR-Z1U includes the features and functions

your work can’t do without. 

• CineFrame™ 24, 25 and 30-frame recording in HD and SD for a film-like look.

• DVCAM™ and DV format record/playback maintains compatibility with your existing 

infrastructure and workflow. 

• HD i.LINK®* downconversion for smooth transition from HD to SD.

• Switchable 1080/50i/60i recording in high definition. 

• Switchable PAL/NTSC in standard definition to support world markets. 

• 480P true progressive mode for gorgeous standard definition imagery.

• SMPTE time code features presets, DF/NDF select, RecRun/Free Run select, Reset and 

Regeneration; enables frame-accurate access to recorded scenes.

• Balanced XLR audio inputs with 48-volt phantom power for professional microphones.

Audio Lock mode. Independent L/R audio level controls. 

• Hyper Gain supports night shooting at less than 1 lux. 

• Center, Safety and 4:3 Markers help define and protect the picture area. 

• Six Picture Profiles make it easy to store and recall favorite “looks.”  

• Six assignable buttons are perfectly located to give fast access to the menu functions 

you use most. Choose from 15 assignable functions for each. 

• Supplied professional battery charger frees up the camcorder during the charge cycle.

HDV TURNS PRO

YOU WON’T BELIEVE YOUR EYES. 

The Sony HVR-Z1U professional camcorder shoots brilliant high definition 1080i pictures

with jaw-dropping detail, color and clarity. The HDV system records onto highly affordable,

widely-available DV cassettes, including Sony’s reference-quality DigitalMaster tape. The scene

is captured by a Carl Zeiss Vario-Sonnar® T* 12x zoom lens with Optical Image Stabilization.

The picture is created by three Sony Super HAD™ CCDs for outstanding sensitivity. Not only

does each CCD have 1.04 million active pixels, but pixel offset technology achieves gorgeous

1440 x 1080 resolution. With Sony’s native 16:9 CCDs, you’ll never sacrifice image quality to

achieve a widescreen picture. And the picture is not only fabulous in HD, but also spectacular

in SD. Which makes the HVR-Z1U a standout in standard definition. 

The HVR-Z1U camcorder is shown here and elsewhere with the optional 

Sony ECM-678 shotgun microphone in addition to the supplied stereo microphone. 

    



SONY’S HDV PROFESSIONAL DECK. 

Thanks to Sony’s HVR-M10U, there's no need to keep your camcorder in-house during

edit sessions. This affordable, portable professional deck records and plays HDV, in

addition to DVCAM and mini-DV tapes at all the same frame rates as the HVR-Z1U

camcorder. So it’s a terrific bridge from SD to HD. Other features include downconversion

to SD, HDV 720P playback, SMPTE time code, AC/DC power and a 3.5-inch LCD monitor

for confidence playback (viewable area measured diagonally).

HVR-M10U.  SONY STACKED THE DECK WITH FEATURES. 

• HDV 1080i record/playback for superb high definition imagery.  

• HDV 720P playback for broad compatibility.  

• DVCAM and DV record/playback integrates with SD infrastructure, SD tapes. 

• i.LINK IEEE 1394* input/output in HD and SD enables digital transfer of A/V. 

• 3.5-inch Hybrid LCD monitor (viewable area measured diagonally). 

• 4 hours of operation with available NP-F970 battery pack. AC adaptor supplied. 

• Analog component video output in HD and SD. 

• Y/C and composite video input and output in SD. 

• Audio Dubbing in SD and HD for flexible postproduction. 

• Audio level meters and input level controls operate in HD and SD. 

• SMPTE Time Code with RecRun/FreeRun, Regeneration, Preset, User Bit preset, User Bit time. 

• Dimensions WHD 7 x 2.9 x 8.6” (180 x 72 x 219 mm), 3 lbs., 15 oz. (1.8 kg)

THE MIGRATION PATH YOU NEED. 

Sony HDV can make all your current standard definition productions better, even

before you make the move into HD! Both the HDV camcorder and VTR will record and

play DVCAM and DV format standard definition tapes. Both the camcorder and VTR can

automatically downconvert HD sources to SD via i.LINK interface. And the results are

astonishing. Shooting with an HD camera and outputting in SD, you benefit from

oversampling. The result? The best professional SD performance Sony has ever offered

at anywhere near this price. By supporting your legacy DVCAM and DV tapes and

supporting your existing SD infrastructure, the Sony HDV system forms the bridge that

enables you to migrate from SD to HD at your own pace. 

7” x  2 .9”  x  8 .6”

Approximately 4 lbs.

      



MEDIA THAT MAKES THE MOST OF HDV RECORDING. 

To realize the full potential of HDV, DVCAM and DV formats,

professionals choose Sony DigitalMaster tape. While the HDV format

can accept conventional DV tape, only DigitalMaster tape has a dual

layer of magnetic material. The result? Higher RF output, lower noise,

95% fewer errors and 60% fewer dropouts compared to DV tape!

Exactly the performance that professionals require. 

SCREENING YOUR WORK IN HD. 

Just as Sony HDV equipment is revolutionizing professional HD acquisition,

Sony’s LUMA LCD monitors are transforming professional HD viewing.

Incomparably thinner and lighter than CRT models, LUMA series monitors

have the HD resolution you want and the 16:9 screen you need.

Component video inputs enable you to connect an HDV camcorder or

VTR directly. And Sony includes the Area Markers, Blue-Only and In-scan

modes that video professionals require. 

HD AND SD NONLINEAR EDITING. 

Sony HDV purchasers will soon have their choice of a wide range of

compatible nonlinear editors from an honored list of industry leaders.

Sony’s own low-cost Vegas 5 editing software is a standout. When

equipped with the CineForm™ Connect HD™ plug-in, Vegas 5 is compatible

with Sony HDV. Others who have announced support for HDV 1080i

include Adobe, Apple, Avid, Canopus, Microsoft, Pinnacle, Ulead, KDDI

and Sobey.

Color    100C 40M 10K

Color    100Y 25M Color    100Y 25M

Color    100C 40M 10K

DigitalMaster™

™

Vegas 5®

          



Widen your field of view with the VCL-HG0872

wide-angle lens adaptor. 

Enjoy the support of the VCT-FXA

shoulder mount. 

Profess ional  Opt ional  Accessor ies  Complete  the P icture

Shown with the available UWP-C1/6264

wireless mic system.

Shown with the available ECM-678

shotgun microphone.

Protect your investment with Sony carrying cases. The LC-Z1TH hard case is ATA-certified for airline travel and holds the

camcorder, VTR, power supply, a matte box and accessories. The LC-Z1BP soft case holds the camcorder and most accessories. 

Extend your recording time

with the high-capacity

NP-F970 battery pack. 

6 .4”  x  7 .6”  x  14.4”

Approximately 5.28 lbs. (Includes battery, tape and lens cap.)

   


